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Abstract

Existing deep methods produce highly accurate 3D re-
constructions in stereo and multiview stereo settings, i.e.,
when cameras are both internally and externally calibrated.
Nevertheless, the challenge of simultaneous recovery of
camera poses and 3D scene structure in multiview settings
with deep networks is still outstanding. Inspired by pro-
jective factorization for Structure from Motion (SFM) and
by deep matrix completion techniques, we propose a neu-
ral network architecture that, given a set of point tracks in
multiple images of a static scene, recovers both the camera
parameters and a (sparse) scene structure by minimizing an
unsupervised reprojection loss. Our network architecture is
designed to respect the structure of the problem: the sought
output is equivariant to permutations of both cameras and
scene points. Notably, our method does not require initial-
ization of camera parameters or 3D point locations. We
test our architecture in two setups: (1) single scene recon-
struction and (2) learning from multiple scenes. Our ex-
periments, conducted on a variety of datasets in both inter-
nally calibrated and uncalibrated settings, indicate that our
method accurately recovers pose and structure, on par with
classical state of the art methods. Additionally, we show
that a pre-trained network can be used to reconstruct novel
scenes using inexpensive fine-tuning with no loss of accu-
racy.

1. Introduction
Structure from motion (SFM), i.e., the problem of cam-

era pose and 3D structure recovery from images of a station-
ary scene, is a fundamental problem that was traditionally
approached with tools from projective geometry and opti-
mization [18, 51, 41]. The rise of deep neural networks has
led to a flux of new, network-based algorithms for pose esti-
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mation and 3D reconstruction. Owing to their ability to en-
code suitable priors and to their effective optimization with
stochastic gradient descent, these algorithms were shown to
achieve state of the art results in a number of tasks including
binocular and multiview stereo, i.e., in reconstruction prob-
lems in which camera parameters are known [7, 22, 24, 66].
Nevertheless, despite few attempts (see Section 2), the chal-
lenge of simultaneous recovery of camera poses and 3D
scene structure in multiview settings with deep networks is
still outstanding.

This paper introduces a deep neural network that ad-
dresses SFM in its classical setting. The goal of SFM is,
given a collection of point tracks in multiple images of a
static scene, to compute the parameters of the cameras and
the 3D locations of the points. The quality of a recon-
struction is typically evaluated by a reprojection error func-
tion, which measures how close the predicted locations of
the projected points are to the image positions of the input
tracks. Existing methods apply bundle adjustment (BA) ei-
ther at the end or as part of the algorithm to minimize this
reprojection loss [51, 47, 25].

Our work is inspired by both projective factorization ap-
proaches to SFM (e.g., [8, 31, 33]) and by deep matrix
completion networks for, e.g., collaborative filtering appli-
cations [4, 16]. Projective factorization techniques seek to
express a matrix of track positions as a function of two ma-
trices, a matrix of camera pose parameters and a matrix of
3D point positions. Deep matrix completion methods opt to
predict the missing values in an input matrix by learning a
function of its unknown factors. Key to deep matrix com-
pletion architectures is their equivariant architecture; i.e.,
reordering the rows or columns of the input matrix should
yield the same predictions, reordered accordingly. Analo-
gously to convolutional networks for images, such an equiv-
ariant architecture is efficient, requiring fewer parameters
than standard MLP alternatives, and imposes an appropriate
inductive bias that promotes training with fewer samples.

Below we introduce an equivariant network architecture
for SFM (see Figure 1) that enables simultaneous recovery
of camera parameters and scene structure in both calibrated
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Figure 1. Overview of our method. The input is a sparse m× n× 2 tensor whose rows represent images (cameras) and columns represent
point tracks. Each filled entry in the tensor specifies the 2D coordinates of a 3D point in a specific image. This tensor is processed by a
permutation equivariant feature encoder that respects the data symmetries: reoredeing of the rows and the columns of the input tensor. The
model outputs a set of points and a set of camera matrices using two dedicated sub-networks (heads). The model is optimized using an
unsupervised reprojection loss, which minimizes the discrepancies in projecting the recovered 3D points relatively to the 2D positions of
the input tracks.

and uncalibrated settings. Specifically, given a tensor of
track positions, possibly with many missing elements, we
seek to express this tensor as a function of the unknown
camera pose parameters and 3D point positions. We use an
equivariant network architecture; changing the order of im-
ages (rows of the track tensor) yields the same reordering
of the recovered cameras; changing the order of the point
tracks (tensor columns) yields an equivalent reorder of the
recovered 3D points. Our network can be applied in a sin-
gle scene scenario, in which for a given scene the weights
are optimized to directly minimize a reprojection loss. This
minimization does not require initialization of either cam-
era parameters or scene structure, yet it achieves accurate
recovery of poses and scene structure, on par with state of
the art methods.

A significant contribution of this paper is in showing that
this type of architecture also enables generalization to novel
scenes. Specifically, we use unsupervised learning to train
our network on multiple scenes and then apply the network
at inference time to novel scenes. Our experiments indicate
that a short refinement step and standard bundle adjustment
enables accurate prediction of camera poses and 3D point
positions for novel scenes in just a few minutes for scenes
including hundreds of images and hundreds of thousands of
track points. We finally compare our method, in addition
to state of the art baselines, also to two novel network ar-
chitectures: a network based on DeepSets [68] and a graph
neural network. We discuss the advantages and weaknesses
of these approaches.

We believe that our method is a step forward in using
the deep learning machinery for solving large and challeng-
ing SFM problems. Specifically, our method can be lever-
aged in the future for constructing an end-to-end model that
takes a set of images and outputs the camera positions and

3D points coordinates directly without any additional pre-
processing and post-processing steps. Our code and data
are available at https://github.com/drormoran/
Equivariant-SFM.

2. Previous work
Classical SFM methods. Structure from motion has a
long history in computer vision [32]. Advances in projec-
tive geometry and optimization [18] yielded many effective
algorithms. A popular approach involves a sequential pro-
cessing of the input images [51, 64, 47, 33], so that at each
step one image is added, the respective camera pose is re-
covered, and bundle adjustment is applied to refine the accu-
mulated poses and 3D structure. More recently global tech-
niques based on motion averaging were proposed. Early
methods first denoise the relative rotation between pairs of
views, and subsequently denoise the relative translations
and scales [37, 2, 6, 11, 62, 40, 23, 5, 54]. Recent works ap-
ply averaging directly to the fundamental and essential ma-
trices [25, 26, 14, 50]. Another approach uses factorization-
based methods [8, 31, 10, 28, 33, 38, 52, 55, 3]. These
methods factor a tensor of point tracks into a product of
unknown camera matrices, depth values, and 3D point loca-
tions. These methods typically yield very large optimization
problems and are often approached by splitting the prob-
lem into smaller subproblems. Finally, Initialization-free-
bundle-adjustment methods [21, 20, 19] use a variable pro-
jection method, designed to optimally eliminate subsets of
the unknowns, to allow better convergence of bundle adjust-
ment from arbitrary initializations.

Deep SFM methods. The rise of deep neural networks
has led to new, network-based algorithms for pose esti-
mation and 3D reconstruction. Specifically, [56, 58, 69]
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recover camera pose for two or three input images, and
a dense depth map for one image. BA-net [53] and
DeepSFM [61] are intended to recover pose in multiview
settings, but due to memory limitations (the algorithms rely
on fine sampling of the cost volume) their method can han-
dle only a handful of views. The latter also requires initial-
ization of the pose parameters. IDR [67] recovers pose and
dense structure (using an implicit neural representation), but
it requires near accurate initialization of camera pose as well
as masked images, and hence it is unsuitable for general
scenes. NeuRoRA [43] introduced a graph neural network
architecture for rotation averaging from noisy and incom-
plete set of relative pairwise orientations. However, their
method does not recover camera locations. Of some rele-
vance also is Posenet [27], which is trained to estimate ab-
solute camera pose for a particular (trained) scene. Finally,
[60] enables initialization-free camera and depth recovery
for setups that involve cameras facing roughly the same di-
rection. In contrast to these, our method is applied to gen-
eral scenes with hundreds of images and no initialization.
However, like classical methods it only produces a sparse
reconstruction.

Learning on sets and equivariance. Using equivariance
as a design principle is a popular approach for constructing
efficient neural architectures, see, for example, [9, 63, 46,
29, 12, 34]. Here, we focus on equivariant architectures for
set-structured data.

Learning on set-structured data, where each data point
consists of several items and the learning task is invariant or
equivariant to their order, is a prominent research direction
in recent years. [45, 68, 44] pioneered this area by sug-
gesting the first universal deep architectures for this setup.
[30] extended these works by incorporating attention mech-
anisms. More closely related to our work is [16], which
considered a setup that models interaction across several
sets: the input is a matrix (more generally, a tensor) and
the learning task is equivariant to permutations of both its
rows and its columns (and other dimensions in the general
case). The paper characterized the maximally expressive
linear equivariant layers for this setup and used them for
constructing equivariant deep models. These models were
shown to perform well in matrix completion and recom-
mender system applications. This learning setup was later
generalized to sets of arbitrary symmetric elements [36] and
to hierarchical structures [59].

3. Approach
3.1. Problem definition

In structure from motion we assume a stationary scene is
viewed by m unknown camera matrices, P1, ..., Pm. Each
camera is represented by a 3 × 4 matrix representing maps

between projective spaces Pi : P3 −→ P2. In uncalibrated
settings these are general matrices, defined up to scale,
while in calibrated settings these represent camera positions
and orientations in the following format Pi = [Ri|ti] with
Ri ∈ SO(3) representing camera orientation and ti ∈ R3

so that camera position given by −RT
i ti. Let X denote a

3D scene point represented in homogeneous coordinates as
X = (X1, X2, X3, 1)T ∈ P3. Its projection onto the i’th
image is given by x = (x1, x2, 1)T ∝ PX ∈ P2, where the
symbol ’∝’ denotes equality up to scale.

As with common SFM algorithms, given images of a
static scene, we address the SFM problem after feature
points are detected and matched, and after outlier matches
are removed by robust recovery of essential or fundamental
matrices between pairs of images. The input to our algo-
rithm includes a set of tracks T1, ..., Tn, where each track is
a set of 2D point positions, Tj = {xij}i∈Cj

, and Cj ⊆ [m]
denotes images in which Xj is detected. The collection of
tracks is arranged in a (typically sparse) measurement ten-
sor M of size m×n× 2 such that (Mij1,Mij2, 1)

T = xij ,
or these entries are empty if Xj is not detected in Ii.
Given M , we aim to recover the camera matrices P =
{P1, ..., Pm} and the 3D positions X = {X1,X2, ...Xn}
of the respective point tracks.

3.2. Model

Our main design motivation is building a model that re-
spects the symmetries of the task above. We will now de-
scribe these symmetries, define a suitable model and discuss
its advantages.

Task symmetries. Our network takes as input a sparse
m×n×2 tensor M and outputs two matrices: P ∈ Rm×12

that represents the set of cameras and X ∈ Rn×3 that repre-
sents a set of points. Importantly, our model should respect
the order of the cameras P and the scene points X in the
measurements tensor M . More formally, let Sd denote the
group of permutations on d elements and let τcams ∈ Sm

and τpts ∈ Sn. Intuitively, we can think of these permuta-
tions as a specific ordering of the cameras and the 3D points.
Sn and Sm act on our measurement tensor M by permut-
ing its rows and columns (Figure 2): ((τcams, τpts) ·M)ij =
Mτ−1

cams(i),τ
−1
pts(j)

. As the order of cameras and points is arbi-
trary, it is natural to expect that the outputs will be reordered
according to any given input order. This argument suggests
that our network F should follow the following transforma-
tion rule for all τcams ∈ Sm, τpts ∈ Sn and M ∈ Rm×n×2:

F ((τcams, τpts) ·M) = (τcams, τpts) · F (M).

Put differently, the network should be equivariant to the
action of the direct product of the two groups, namely to
G = Sm × Sn. The action of G on the output space should
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Figure 2. Predicting a set of camera positions and 3D points from
an input measurement tensor M is equivariant to reordering of
the points and the cameras, represented by the pair of permuta-
tions (τcams, τpts). This is illustrated in the commutative diagram
above.

be understood here as (τcams, τpts) · P = τcams · P and
(τcams, τpts) ·X = τpts ·X , i.e., the permutations act only
on a single dimension of each output matrix. Figure 2 illus-
trates this type of equivariance. We note that equivariance
to direct products of permutation groups was first studied in
[16].

Equivariant Layers. Linear equivariant maps serve as
the main building blocks for equivariant networks. As
shown in [16], assuming a single input and output chan-
nel, the space of linear maps that are equivariant to G is 4-
dimensional, and it is spanned by the identity, the row sums,
the column sums, and the matrix sum. More generally,
with multiple input and output channels, any G-equivariant
affine map L from a feature space with d channels Rm×n×d

to a feature space with d′ channels Rm×n×d′
can be repre-

sented in the following way:

L(M̃)ij =W1M̃ij +W2

m∑
k=1

M̃kj+

W3

n∑
l=1

M̃il +W4

m∑
k=1

n∑
l=1

M̃kl + b,

(1)

where for the input tensor M̃ij is a vector in Rd, Wi ∈
Rd′×d for i = 1, ..., 4, and b ∈ Rd′

are learnable parame-
ters. Equivalently, L can be represented as an mnd′ ×mnd
matrix with a parameter sharing scheme governed by (1)
(see [46, 34] for the connection between equivariance and
parameter sharing) and possibly an additional bias term.
Here we replace sums by averages over the non-empty en-
tries of M to maintain indifference to missing data.

Network architecture. Our network is composed of three
main parts (see Figure 1): a shared feature encoder E and
two sub-networks (heads), Hcams and Hpts, that produce

the recovered cameras and 3D points from the features en-
coded by E. The shared feature encoder takes the input
tensor M ∈ Rm×n×2 and outputs a latent representation
Rm×n×d while maintaining the sparsity pattern of the in-
put. As usually done when constructing equivariant net-
works [68, 16], the feature encoder is comprised of a com-
position of several linear equivariant layers interleaved with
pointwise nonlinearities such as the ReLU function:

E = Lk ◦ σ ◦ · · · ◦ σ ◦ L1, (2)

where Li, i = 1...k, are G-equivariant layers as in (1) and
σ is the pointwise nonlinearity. Importantly, the pointwise
nonlinearities maintain equivariance to the permutation ac-
tion, implying that the complete composition is equivariant.

The first head Hcams takes as input a pooled average
of the latent representation, (1/|C̄i|)

∑
j∈C̄i

E(M)i,j ∈
Rm×d, where C̄i denotes the set of track points detected
in image i, and outputs a matrix representation of the cam-
era parameters. In the uncalibrated setting this results in
a matrix P ∈ Rm×12, and each row is used to populate
the corresponding 3 × 4 camera matrix Pi. In the cali-
brated setting this head produces an m × 7 matrix, and
we use the first four components in each row to construct
a quaternion vector that represents the i’th camera orien-
tation and the last three components to construct the cam-
era translation vector. The second head Hpts takes as input
(1/|Cj |)

∑
i∈Cj

E(M)i,j ∈ Rn×d, where Cj denotes the
track points corresponding to Xj , and outputs a matrix rep-
resentation of the 3D points X ∈ Rn×3. As the pooled ver-
sions of the latent representations used by the sub-networks
result in single set structures, both heads are implemented as
standard equivariant set networks (element-wise fully con-
nected layers) [44].

Discussion. There are several important advantages to us-
ing our equivariant architecture compared to standard fully
connected architectures. Above all, our architecture en-
codes the structure of the task into the model, thus providing
a strong inductive bias. Additional benefits include (1) con-
siderable reduction in the number of parameters: for exam-
ple, the linear part of the layer described in (1) has 4dd′ free
parameters instead of n2m2dd′ free parameters in a suitable
fully connected architecture; (2) improved efficiency due
to small matrix multiplications as seen in Equation (1); (3)
better generalization: training on any input tensor exposes
the network to all its different realizations by different point
and camera orders; and (4) Our architecture has the crucial
ability to handle variable sized inputs and varying patterns
of missing entries in the input tensor. Finally, while equiv-
ariant/invariant models might suffer from loss of expressive
power [65, 35], it was proven that the network architecture
we use enjoys a universal approximation property (for full
tensors under mild assumptions on the input domain) [36],
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i.e., with sufficient layers and channels and with a proper
set of weights it is capable of approximating any continu-
ous G-equivariant function.

3.3. Loss function

Our network minimizes a loss function made of two
terms, a reprojection loss and a hinge loss. The reprojection
loss, similar to bundle adjustment, minimizes the discrep-
ancies in projecting the recovered 3D points Xk compared
to their detected locations in the images (see Figure 1). Ad-
ditionally, we use a hinge loss to discourage the recovered
depth values from vanishing or becoming negative.

Let xij be a point from track Tj detected in image Ii.
Let the unknown Pi denote the respective camera, and let
Xj denote the unknown 3D position of the points in Tj . To
properly measure projective depth in the uncalibrated case
(see discussion in [18], Chapter 21 Cheirality) we normalize
each camera matrix Pi so that its left 3×3 block has positive
determinant and unit norm third row. (These conditions are
fulfilled by construction in the calibrated case.)

We next let

rij =

∥∥∥∥(x1
ij −

P 1
i Xj

P 3
i Xj

,x2
ij −

P 2
i Xj

P 3
i Xj

)∥∥∥∥ ,
where P k

i denotes the k’th row of the camera matrix Pi.
Thus, rij measures the reprojection error of Xj in image Ii.
Next, we define hij = max(0, h− P 3

i Xj), where h > 0 is
a small constant (in our setting, h = 0.0001). hij therefore
is the hinge loss for the depth value of Xj in image Ii.

We combine rij and hij as follows,

sij =

{
rij , P 3

i Xj ≥ h

hij , P 3
i Xj < h,

and finally define our loss function as

L({Pi}, {Xj}) =
1

p

m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

ξijsij , (3)

where m denotes the number of cameras, n the number of
point tracks, p =

∑n
j=1 |Tj | the number of measured pro-

jections, and ξij ∈ {0, 1} is indicating whether point Xj

is detected in image Ii. For each detected point xij , there-
fore, the loss measures either reprojection error, if its re-
covered depth value exceeds the threshold h, or it measures
the hinge loss, if the recovered depth is either negative or
near zero. Note that for robustness we use in the reprojec-
tion loss the ℓ2 measure, as opposed to the standard MSE.
We note that our loss function is not continuous at points in
which a depth value is h. It is however differentiable almost
everywhere with respect to the network weights.

3.4. Optimization and learning strategies

We apply our model in two setups. In a single scene
setup given point tracks from a single scene we initialize
the network with random weights and use back propagation
to minimize the loss function (3). At the end we use trian-
gulation to estimate the locations of the 3D points and apply
bundle adjustment.

In the learning scenario we train the model with tracks
from multiple scenes. At train time we minimize our loss
function (3) while alternating between the input scenes. We
evaluate success on a validation set and use early stopping
to keep the model that reaches the best reprojection error on
this set. To test the model on novel scenes, given a mea-
surement tensor we either apply the network to the tensor
to get an initial reconstruction, or, we fine tune the model
by running back propagation for a predetermined number
of epochs. We complete these with bundle adjustment. In-
ference with the network is extremely fast, taking roughly
hundredths of a second on a DGX machine, therefore the
total test time is dominated by the time of the optional fine
tuning and the bundle adjustment.

4. Experimental setup
We tested our model on a variety of datasets in both sin-

gle scene and learning scenarios and in both calibrated and
uncalibrated settings.

4.1. Datasets and baselines

4.1.1 Uncalibrated setting

For this setting we used 39 scans from Olsson’s [39] and the
VGG [57] datasets. The number of images in these scans
vary from 10 to 400 and number of points in the track ten-
sors from 300 to 150K. We compare our method to the fol-
lowing baselines.
VARPRO [21]. An initialization-free optimization strategy
based on variable projection (VarPro) applied to projective
bundle adjustment.
GPSFM [26]. A global algorithm based on averaging of
fundamental matrices. The algorithm minimizes an alge-
braic loss, i.e., it seeks the nearest collection of fundamental
matrices that can be realized with projective cameras.
PPSFM [33]. A sequential method based on incrementally
optimizing for projective structure and cameras while incor-
porating constraints on the sought projective depths.

4.1.2 Calibrated setting

For this setting we used 36 scans from Olsson’s dataset [39].
The dataset includes “ground truth” camera parameters, in-
cluding intrinsic and extrinsic (locations and orientations)
parameters, which in fact are reconstructed with Olsson’s
SFM method. The number of cameras ranges from 12 to
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419 and the number of points in the track tensor from 319
to 156k.
GESFM [25]. Analogously to GPSFM, this is a global al-
gorithm based on averaging essential matrices. The algo-
rithm minimizes an algebraic loss, i.e., it seeks the nearest
collection of essential matrices that can be realized with Eu-
clidean cameras.
Linear [23]. This algorithm enforces the consistency of
camera triplets while minimizing an approximate geometric
error. (For this algorithm we were unable to find one set of
threshold parameters that works on all the datasets, and so
for each scan we report the best run.)
COLMAP [47, 48, 49] A state-of-the-art sequential
method.

4.2. Implementation details

Framework. Our method was run on NVIDIA Quadro
RTX 8000/ RTX 6000/ DGX V100 GPUs. We used Py-
Torch [42] as the deep learning framework, and ADAM op-
timizer with normalized gradients. For experiments involv-
ing graphs (Section 5.4) we use PyTorch Geometric [13].
Training. In both calibrated and uncalibrated settings we
randomly divided the datasets to three parts: 10 scenes
for test, 3 for validation, and the rest for training. During
training we alternated between the different training scenes,
where in each epoch we trained on a random subset of 10-
20 images in a scene. We used validation for early stopping.
Validation and test were applied to the complete scenes.
Optimization. Since dividing by P 3

i Xj can result in ex-
ploding gradients, during back-propagation we normalized
the gradient of PiXj at each step.
Architecture details. The input to our method includes
normalized point tracks xij . In the calibrated setting we
normalized the points using the known intrinsic parameters.
In the unclibrated setting we used Hartley normalization
[17]. For efficiency we designed our encoder to work with
sparse matrices. The shared features encoder E has 3 layers
each with respectively 256 or 512 feature channels in the
single scene and training setups and ReLU activation. The
camera head Hcams and 3D point head Hpts each have 2
layers with 256 or 512 channels for optimization and train-
ing, respectively. After each layer in E we normalize its
features by subtracting their mean.
Hyper-parameter search. We tested our model with dif-
ferent hyper-parameters including: (1) learning rates in
{1e−2, 1e−3, 1e−4}, (2) network width for the encoder E
and heads in {128, 256, 512}, (3) number of layers in these
networks {2, 3}, (4) depth threshold h ∈ {1e − 2, 1e −
3, 1e− 4}, (5) std normalization for the layer output in (1).
Bundle adjustment For bundle adjustment we used the
Ceres BA implementation [1] with the Huber loss (with pa-
rameter 0.1) for robustness and limited the number of itera-
tions to 100.

Scan #Images #Points
Reprojection error (pixels)

Ours Ours GPSFM PPSFM VarProNo BA
Alcatraz Courtyard 133 23674 1.55 0.52 0.52 0.57 0.52
Alcatraz Water Tower 172 14828 2.18 0.47 0.63 0.59 0.47
Alcatraz West Side Gardens 419 65072 9.54 0.76 326.99 1.77 -
Basilica Di San Petronio 334 46035 7.9 0.96 60.69 0.63 -
Buddah Statue 322 156356 18.88 2.93 96.96 0.41 -
Buddah Tooth Relic Temple Singapore 162 27920 4.59 0.6 0.62 0.71 0.6
Corridor 11 737 0.3 0.26 0.26 0.27 0.26
Ecole Superior De Guerre 35 13477 0.75 0.26 0.26 0.28 0.26
Dinosaur 319 36 319 2.35 1.53 0.43 0.47 0.43
Dinosaur 4983 36 4983 1.96 0.57 0.42 0.47 0.42
Doge Palace Venice 241 67107 3.6 0.6 3.52 0.67 -
Eglise du dome 85 84792 1.1 0.24 0.24 0.25 -
Drinking Fountain Somewhere in Zurich 14 5302 0.33 0.28 0.28 0.31 0.28
East Indiaman Goteborg 179 25655 3.31 0.99 5.11 0.67 -
Folke Filbyter 40 21150 8.87 8.58 0.82 0.33 277.89
Golden Statue Somewhere In Hong Kong 18 39989 0.35 0.22 0.22 0.24 0.22
Gustav Vasa 18 4249 0.23 0.16 0.16 0.17 0.16
GustavIIAdolf 57 5813 14.77 5.83 0.23 0.24 0.23
Model House 10 672 0.37 0.34 1.12 0.4 0.34
Jonas Ahlstromer 40 2021 14.38 4.72 0.18 0.2 0.18
Lund University Sphinx 70 32668 3.64 0.34 0.45 0.37 0.34
Nijo Castle Gate 19 7348 0.71 0.39 0.39 0.43 0.39
Pantheon Paris 179 29383 1.75 0.49 2.85 0.62 -
Park Gate Clermont Ferrand 34 9099 0.61 0.31 0.32 0.49 0.31
Plaza De Armas Santiago 240 26969 5.1 0.64 3.14 0.71 -
Porta San Donato Bologna 141 25490 1.58 0.4 0.61 3.75 0.4
The Pumpkin 195 69335 14.45 0.38 0.38 0.42 -
Skansen Kronan Gothenburg 131 28371 1.19 0.41 0.44 0.44 -
Skansen Lejonet Gothenburg 368 74423 10.82 2.05 7.48 1.28 -
Smolny Cathedral St Petersburg 131 51115 1.66 0.46 0.46 0.5 -
Some Cathedral In Barcelona 177 30367 3.67 0.51 0.51 0.54 -
Sri Mariamman Singapore 222 56220 7.06 0.61 0.78 0.85 -
Sri Thendayuthapani Singapore 98 88849 2.12 0.31 0.56 0.33 -
Sri Veeramakaliamman Singapore 157 130013 6.47 0.52 1.78 0.66 -
Thian Hook Keng Temple Singapore 138 34288 7.59 0.54 0.55 0.66 0.54
King’s College U. of Toronto 77 7087 2.27 0.78 2.35 0.26 0.24
Tsar Nikolai I 98 37857 6.04 2.43 0.33 0.31 0.29
Urban II 96 22284 16.91 6.84 0.27 0.31 3.61

Table 1. Single scene results with our method against baselines
in the uncalibrated setup. The table shows average reprojection
error before and after BA. (Smaller is better.) In a number of ex-
periments VarPro exceeded either memory or runtime limitations.
These experiments are marked by the missing entries.

4.3. Evaluation

In the uncalibrated setting we measure accuracy with the
average reprojection error, measured in pixels as follows

1

p

m∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

ξij

∥∥∥∥(x1
ij −

P 1
i Xj

P 3
i Xj

,x2
ij −

P 2
i Xj

P 3
i Xj

)∥∥∥∥ .
For notation see Sec. 3.3. In the calibrated case we further
evaluate our predictions of the external camera parameters.
Specifically, we compare our camera orientation predictions
with ground truth ones by measuring their angular differ-
ence in degrees, as well as the difference between our pre-
dicted and ground truth camera locations in meters. For fair
comparison, both our method and all the baseline methods
were run with the same set of point tracks. For all methods
we apply a final post-processing step of bundle adjustment.
Below we show results both before and after BA (results
before BA for the baseline methods are provided in the sup-
plementary material).

5. Results
We next present the results of our experiments. We show

results in the single scene recovery and learning from mul-
tiple scenes setups. We then present an ablation study and a
comparison to alternative novel neural architectures.
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Scan #Images #Points
terror Rerror Reprojection Error

Ours Ours GESFM Linear Colmap Ours Ours GESFM Linear Colmap Ours Ours GESFM Linear ColmapNo BA No BA No BA
Alcatraz Courtyard 133 23674 0.16 0.015 0.259 0.014 0.014 0.619 0.049 0.533 0.042 0.043 1.64 0.81 4.67 1.27 0.81
Alcatraz Water Tower 172 14828 0.518 0.116 9.147 1.643 0.115 0.933 0.23 9.997 1.525 0.228 2.13 0.55 25.93 73.72 0.55
Buddah Tooth Relic Temple Singapore 162 27920 0.233 0.014 1.429 0.125 0.015 1.03 0.081 4.709 0.551 0.083 2.06 0.85 13.22 2.66 0.85
Doge Palace Venice 241 67107 0.342 0.029 1.608 - 0.012 1.163 0.211 5.317 - 0.031 3.62 1.0 22.32 - 0.98
Door Lund 12 17650 0.006 0.001 (0.973) 0.001 0.001 0.024 0.006 (7.552) 0.005 0.005 0.32 0.3 (9.21) 0.3 0.3
Drinking Fountain Somewhere In Zurich 14 5302 0.004 0.002 (0.002) 0.002 0.002 0.031 0.007 (0.01) 0.007 0.007 0.33 0.31 (0.27) 0.31 0.31
East Indiaman Goteborg 179 25655 0.621 0.509 3.099 (2.235) 0.065 3.814 3.117 12.396 (3.284) 0.251 4.13 1.85 32.37 (312.9) 0.89
Ecole Superior De Guerre 35 13477 0.081 0.005 (0.002) 0.005 0.005 0.318 0.024 (0.035) 0.024 0.024 0.72 0.34 (0.14) 0.34 0.34
Eglise du dome 85 84792 0.205 0.01 (1.425) 0.046 0.01 0.808 0.037 (3.631) 0.162 0.036 0.91 0.27 (6.21) 0.76 0.27
Folke Filbyter 40 21150 0.125 0.118 (0.0) 0.123 0.0 74.596 70.157 (0.148) 4.484 0.036 10.37 4.29 (0.41) 6.06 0.29
Fort Channing Gate Singapore 27 23627 0.093 0.008 0.008 0.013 0.008 0.207 0.02 0.02 0.029 0.02 0.52 0.25 0.25 0.45 0.25
Golden Statue Somewhere In Hong Kong 18 39989 0.073 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.292 0.031 0.03 0.022 0.031 0.4 0.27 0.27 0.3 0.27
Gustav Vasa 18 4249 1.085 1.145 (0.101) 0.099 0.1 34.181 32.266 (0.751) 0.839 0.841 3.52 3.15 (0.31) 0.48 0.48
GustavIIAdolf 57 5813 9.714 8.524 0.004 0.004 0.004 67.784 58.458 0.021 0.021 0.021 13.91 11.49 0.26 0.26 0.26
Jonas Ahlstromer 40 2021 10.888 10.451 (0.01) 1.259 0.011 50.19 47.117 (0.082) 5.391 0.036 10.82 8.41 (0.69) 4.69 0.22
King’s College University Of Toronto 77 7087 0.235 0.017 (0.005) (1.877) 0.017 0.989 0.085 (0.059) (4.624) 0.084 0.9 0.34 (0.35) (7.12) 0.34
Lund University Sphinx 70 32668 4.585 2.191 0.016 1.512 0.009 19.522 8.752 0.058 5.452 0.033 4.78 1.36 0.4 4.58 0.39
Nijo Castle Gate 19 7348 0.286 0.012 0.011 0.19 0.011 1.495 0.069 0.064 0.744 0.064 1.7 0.73 0.73 4.84 0.73
Pantheon Paris 179 29383 0.05 0.005 0.595 0.011 - 0.192 0.04 3.208 0.072 - 1.47 0.49 9.71 0.82 -
Park Gate Clermont Ferrand 34 9099 0.125 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.391 0.049 0.049 0.049 0.049 0.57 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35
Plaza De Armas Santiago 240 26969 2.944 1.383 2.244 - 0.048 6.782 2.556 6.344 - 0.122 7.4 4.9 15.61 - 1.13
Porta San Donato Bologna 141 25490 0.388 0.046 0.169 0.067 0.047 2.153 0.095 0.513 0.149 0.099 2.28 0.75 3.23 1.16 0.75
Round Church Cambridge 92 84643 1.003 0.582 0.493 0.012 0.012 2.451 1.107 1.851 0.033 0.035 2.66 1.54 2.03 0.41 0.39
Skansen Kronan Gothenburg 131 28371 0.226 0.008 0.008 (0.007) 0.008 0.736 0.026 0.025 (0.02) 0.025 1.24 0.67 0.67 (0.69) 0.67
Smolny Cathedral St Petersburg 131 51115 0.051 0.006 0.007 - 0.006 0.554 0.033 0.028 - 0.029 1.66 0.81 1.0 - 0.81
Some Cathedral In Barcelona 177 30367 0.315 0.011 0.013 0.024 0.01 0.88 0.026 0.031 0.057 0.025 2.87 0.89 1.09 2.09 0.89
Sri Mariamman Singapore 222 56220 0.683 0.023 0.614 0.025 0.023 2.302 0.077 2.158 0.083 0.078 4.13 0.91 7.4 1.17 0.89
Sri Thendayuthapani Singapore 98 88849 3.812 2.87 (0.053) 0.034 0.034 46.269 44.17 (0.329) 0.138 0.138 23.37 8.44 (0.56) 0.72 0.67
Sri Veeramakaliamman Singapore 157 130013 0.597 0.04 (1.388) 0.095 0.038 2.559 0.175 (3.41) 0.288 0.169 3.47 0.73 (34.72) 2.2 0.71
Statue Of Liberty 134 49250 20.012 4.122 (4.782) 28.049 0.099 46.887 9.091 (8.281) 2.945 0.213 26.16 6.97 (52.05) 5.08 1.25
The Pumpkin 196 69341 14.89 14.952 0.022 (14.862) 0.022 94.672 98.862 0.092 (3.123) 0.091 33.41 24.85 0.57 (24.19) 0.57
Thian Hook Keng Temple Singapore 138 34288 0.082 0.008 0.024 0.043 0.008 0.832 0.081 0.245 0.424 0.084 2.75 1.13 3.32 4.92 1.12
Tsar Nikolai I 98 37857 9.467 7.836 0.005 0.005 0.005 48.499 36.28 0.018 0.018 0.018 9.79 6.53 0.33 0.33 0.33
Urban II 96 22284 9.467 9.586 0.036 3.038 0.021 47.49 48.214 0.175 16.348 0.107 9.38 6.92 0.72 17.61 0.38
Vercingetorix 69 10754 8.788 3.104 0.3 1.564 0.011 69.328 17.706 1.431 7.138 0.048 5.08 1.5 0.54 2.93 0.23
Yueh Hai Ching Temple Singapore 43 13774 0.098 0.014 (0.023) 0.059 0.014 0.72 0.043 (0.075) 0.26 0.043 0.94 0.65 (1.64) 2.06 0.65

Table 2. Single scene results with our method before and after bundle adjustment against baselines in the calibrated setup. The table shows
mean camera location error (denoted terror) in meters, mean orientation error (denoted Rerror) in degrees, and mean reprojection error in
pixels. (Smaller is better.) In parenthesis experiments in which at least 10% of the cameras are removed.

5.1. Single scene recovery

Tables 1 and 2 respectively show results in the uncali-
brated and calibrated settings. In the majority of the cases
our method achieves sub-pixel accuracies, on par with clas-
sical state of the art methods such as VarPro and Colmap.
Notably, as we show in the supplementary material, already
before BA our method often achieves sub-pixel accuracies,
significantly surpassing GPSFM. We also note that unlike
the baseline methods, which often remove a subset of the
cameras (we marked experiments in which at least 10%
of the cameras are removed with parenthesis), our results
are evaluated on all cameras. However, in a few cases our
method did not converge to a favorable solution. We ob-
serve in these cases that the network reached a minimum
in which a subset of the cameras are close to their ground
truth positions, while the others appear to be displaced by
a different global transformation. This could be resolved
using sequential optimization, see supplementary material
for more details and results. We note that our comparison
to VarPro is partial, since in a number of experiments it ex-
ceeded either memory or runtime limitations.

5.2. Learning from multiple scenes

Tables 3 and 4 respectively show results of testing with
our trained model in both calibrated and uncalibrated set-
tings. In each case we report reprojection error in pixels.
For our method we show results both after inference with
our model and after additional 500 epochs fine tuning (+
BA in both cases). These are compared to 500 epochs sin-
gle scene optimization (starting with random initialization)

Scan #Images #Points Reprojection error (pixels)
Inference Fine tuning Opt. (short) VarPro

Alcatraz Water Tower 172 14828 7.37 0.47 6.46 0.47
Dinosaur 319 36 319 1.58 1.30 1.71 0.43
Dinosaur 4983 36 4983 3.99 1.14 4.26 0.42
Eglise du dome 85 84792 2.1 1.27 3.77 -
Drinking Fountain Somewhere in Zurich 14 5302 14.39 0.28 29.9 0.28
Gustav Vasa 18 4249 6.3 0.16 0.16 0.16
Nijo Castle Gate 19 7348 3.27 0.39 28.68 0.39
Skansen Kronan Gothenburg 131 28371 1.64 0.41 0.52 -
Some Cathedral in Barcelona 177 30367 14.87 0.51 19.79 -
Sri Veeramakaliamman Singapore 157 130013 18.25 5.45 6.95 -

Table 3. Reprojection errors obtained by applying our trained
model to test data in the uncalibrated setup. Accuracies are shown
after inference and fine tuning, compared to optimization with the
same number of epochs starting with random initialization as well
as results with VarPro. (Smaller is better.)

Scan #Images #Points Reprojection error (pixels)
Inference Fine tuning Opt. (short) Colmap

Alcatraz Courtyard 133 23674 0.82 0.81 1.61 0.81
Alcatraz Water Tower 172 14828 0.55 0.55 4.6 0.55
Drinking Fountain Somewhere In Zurich 14 5302 7.21 0.31 110.85 0.31
Nijo Castle Gate 19 7348 5.81 0.73 19.0 0.73
Porta San Donato Bologna 141 25490 1.1 0.79 83.02 0.75
Round Church Cambridge 92 84643 0.5 1.51 28.17 0.39
Smolny Cathedral St Petersburg 131 51115 15.15 0.81 2.86 0.81
Some Cathedral In Barcelona 177 30367 21.46 0.89 1.06 0.89
Sri Veeramakaliamman Singapore 157 130013 16.92 17.26 90.41 0.71
Yueh Hai Ching Temple Singapore 43 13774 1.16 0.65 37.31 0.65

Table 4. Reprojection errors obtained by applying our trained
model to test data in the calibrated setup. Accuracies are shown
after inference and fine tuning, compared to optimization with the
same number of epochs starting with random initialization as well
as results with Colmap. (Smaller is better.)

and to state of the art VarPro and Colmap. It can be seen that
with the additional fine tuning in the majority of cases our
network reached sub-pixel accuracy, often on par with state
of the art methods. Figure 3 shows several reconstruction
results for test data.

We note that inference with our model typically takes
only small fractions of a second and so the total runtime is
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Figure 3. Recovery of 3D point clouds and camera poses in the
calibrated setup obtained with our learning scheme, including in-
ference, fine tuning and BA. Left: Alcatraz Water Tower. Right:
Round Church Cambridge. Points are colored according to image
intensity (darkened for better visibility) and cameras are colored
in red.

dominated by the fine tuning and BA. For example, for the
Some Cathedral In Barcelona dataset (with 177 cameras and
∼30K points) inference consumes only 0.007 seconds. 500
epoch fine tuning + BA take 263 seconds on a DGX ma-
chine, somewhat faster than Colmap (451s on an 8 thread,
2.2GHz CPUs), and significantly faster than our full, single
scene optimization, which for this dataset with 70K epochs
consumed nearly 3 hours. Run times for all tested datasets
are reported in the supplementary material.

5.3. Ablation study

We have further conducted an ablation study. We tested
our single scene method (a) as a simple elementwise fea-
ture encoder, i.e., with W2,W3 and W4 removed from (1),
(b) directly optimizing (3) with the Adam optimizer with
cameras and 3D points treated as free variables (i.e., no net-
work), and (c) standard bundle adjustment with random ini-
tialization. Table 5 shows results in the uncalibrated setup.
The results emphasize the importance of the global features,
produced by W2,W3 and W4. Also, perhaps surprisingly,
the Adam optimizer alone with our loss (3) achieves a sig-
nificant improvement over standard bundle adjustment.

5.4. Comparison to alternative deep architectures

We have further compared our method to two novel deep
architectures for SFM. The first architecture uses a set neu-
ral network [68] akin to our camera head Hcams to which
we add a global feature. This network optimizes the same
loss (3) with the 3D point locations treated as free vari-
ables. This network can be seen as a simpler version of
our method. A second method further adds pairwise rela-
tions between the cameras, inducing a viewing graph. The
input to this network further includes fundamental matri-
ces, which are computed from the point tracks. We use a
standard graph neural network [15] to optimize the loss (3).
More details about these algorithms are provided in the sup-
plementary material.

Results with these models are shown in the right two
columns of Table 5. Both methods were inferior to our pro-
posed approach, with the set network performing somewhat
better than the graph network. Interestingly, simplifying

Scan
Error (pixels)

Ours Elementwise No BA Set Graph
network network only network network

Alcatraz Courtyard 0.52 0.52 1.31 191.42 0.52 0.52
The Pumpkin 0.38 6.82 18.67 324.2 0.38 0.38
Alcatraz Water Tower 0.47 0.47 1.73 54.03 1.56 0.68
Folke Filbyter 8.58 22.8 35.41 325.62 30.19 92.24
Gustav Vasa 0.16 0.16 9.06 34.47 69.11 0.16
Dinosaur 319 1.53 1.46 1.29 13.43 0.59 -
Park Gate Clermont Ferrand 0.31 0.31 0.31 60.13 0.31 0.31
Skansen Kronan Gothenburg 0.41 1.04 0.41 236.75 0.41 2.08
Smolny Cathedral St Petersburg 0.46 0.46 3.9 179.58 0.46 0.46
Sri Thendayuthapani Singapore 0.31 8.85 0.42 222.95 0.31 0.31
King’s College University Of Toronto 0.78 0.86 17.02 36.8 1.07 0.63
Model House 0.34 0.34 0.92 26.23 0.52 0.34
Ecole Superior De Guerre 0.26 1.83 0.26 134.41 0.26 0.26
Golden Statue Somewhere In Hong Kong 0.22 0.86 0.89 24.81 0.22 0.22
Dinosaur 4983 0.57 0.92 1.08 16.86 0.87 0.84
Tsar Nikolai I 2.43 5.88 22.09 99.73 7.4 2.47
Buddah Tooth Relic Temple Singapore 0.6 3.69 4.68 256.71 0.6 0.6
Drinking Fountain Somewhere In Zurich 0.28 0.28 1.41 35.01 0.28 0.28
Jonas Ahlstromer 4.72 3.8 19.8 72.63 4.31 5.16
Porta San Donato Bologna 0.4 1.92 19.22 135.2 0.4 0.4
Nijo Castle Gate 0.39 0.39 0.57 114.39 0.39 0.39
Corridor 0.26 0.26 0.39 7.99 0.26 0.26
Eglise du dome 0.24 1.2 0.9 61.92 0.24 0.24
Doge Palace Venice 0.6 5.36 20.33 378.06 0.6 0.73
East Indiaman Goteborg 0.99 2.33 21.79 67.96 2.6 1.13
GustavIIAdolf 5.83 5.51 0.23 74.63 5.32 5.28
Lund University Sphinx 0.34 1.74 12.24 77.69 0.77 4.62
Pantheon Paris 0.49 0.53 31.08 152.99 0.49 0.49
Plaza De Armas Santiago 0.64 2.36 2.41 212.0 0.64 3.55
Some Cathedral In Barcelona 0.51 0.54 8.13 265.96 2.27 0.51
Sri Mariamman Singapore 0.61 6.83 35.09 274.74 0.61 0.62
Sri Veeramakaliamman Singapore 0.52 2.04 17.39 445.98 3.06 2.66
Thian Hook Keng Temple Singapore 0.54 0.83 7.45 405.92 0.54 0.54
Urban II 6.84 6.39 22.95 117.47 31.64 141.92
Alcatraz West Side Gardens 0.76 7.54 8.05 303.1 0.86 5.81
Skansen Lejonet Gothenburg 2.05 14.5 18.54 268.78 2.32 3.33
Basilica Di San Petronio 0.96 2.99 27.87 241.3 1.26 0.85
Buddah Statue 2.93 7.85 11.18 186.99 5.15 6.31

Geo. Mean Ratio 1.0 2.35 5.95 150.8 1.36 1.52

Table 5. Ablation Study, uncalibrated setting: reprojection errors
with different components removed (see text) and with alterna-
tive network models. The last row shows for each condition the
geometric mean of the ratios of reprojection errors and the corre-
sponding errors of the full method. (Smaller is better.)

our method by treating the 3D points as free variable hurts
performance, and injecting the fundamental matrices to the
network does not improve performance. We finally note in
addition that both of these methods do not support learning.

6. Conclusion

We have introduced a novel deep-based method for mul-
tiview SFM, in both the calibrated and unclibrated settings.
Starting with a (sparse) measurement tensor of point tracks,
our method minimizes the reprojection loss to yield a simul-
taneous recovery of both camera parameters and a sparse
3D reconstruction. Importantly, we use an equivariant net-
work architecture that respects the symmetries of the task,
i.e., equivariant to permutation of either the rows (cameras)
or the columns (3D points) of the measurement tensor. We
have tested our method in two setups, single-scene opti-
mization and inference with a trained model. Our exper-
iments indicate that our method can achieve accurate pose
and structure recovery, on par with classical, state-of-the-art
techniques. In future work, we plan to extend this work to
allow direct, end-to-end recovery from raw images and to
produce dense 3D reconstruction.
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